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Abstract
We study the additivity of various geometric invariants involved in Reimann-Roch
type formulas and defined via the trace map. To do so in a general context we
prove that given any Grothendieck category A, the derived category D(A) has a
compatible triangulation in the sense of [May, J.P. :The Additivity of Traces in
Triangulated Categories, Advances in Mathematics .163, (2001), 34-73.], but not
resorting to model categories, just using the structural properties inherent to D(A).
In the second part of the paper we apply compatibility to prove additivity of traces
firstly and then additivity of the Chern character, interpreting this result in terms
of a group homomorphism which plays the same role as the Chern character in
intersection theory with the ith Chow group replaced by the ith Hodge cohomology
group.
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Introduction
In order to state Riemann-Roch type formulas in a general algebraic or topological
context, as it is proposed, for example in [FM], additivity of different invariants
is needed, in particular Chern and Leftschetz characters (the last one for bivari-
ant versions of the theorem), defined via the trace map. Since in both algebraic
and topological cases, derived categories arise naturally, we study this case, where
these invariants are defined via generalized trace maps.This being the situation, the
main problem is that in the derived category, the trace map is not additive (see [F]
for an easy example). In the enlightening paper [M], are explained five axioms,
that we also refer as (TC1) - (TC5), in the triangulated structure of the category,
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guarantying additivity of traces. This is what May calls a compatible triangula-
tion. A generic case covering our expectative of generality is that of D(A) with A
a Grothendieck category, because it embraces the general framework of algebraic
geometry. In the first part of this work it is proved the theorem below, being the
technical tool we will apply in the remaining to deal with geometric invariants.
Theorem 0.1 The category D(A) has a triangulation compatible with its closed
monoidal structure, and it can be given explicitly.
In the second part this is applied to additivity of invariants.
In [M] both proofs are done for a category C with model category B such that
the closed symmetric monoidal structure on C is induced from one in B. We give
a direct proof of Theorem 0.1 using the very structural properties of the derived
category, without resorting to model category theory, reducing the question to a
suitable and, to a certain extent, natural, explicit choice of morphisms in the cat-
egory of chain complexes. Speaking figuratively, we would say that the category
of chain complexes becames our model. Then this new structure provided by the
axioms is used to prove additivity.
In the first section we fix the general hypothesis of this work, giving some
familiar examples where they are fullfilled, pointing out that they can be assumed
in most situations arising in algebraic geometry. We recall also some technical
results about abstract duality that will be used later.
In the second one, we recall the notion of compatible triangulation; axioms
(TC1), (TC2), (TC3) and (TC4) are stated and proved, while axiom (TC5) and the
the main result of the first part of the paper, Theorem 0.1, are just enunciated. We
must remark that techniques used in this work are essentially different from those
appearing in [M], because we do not assume the existence of a model category;
our tools are homological and homotopical algebra, focusing on the triangulated
structure of the derived category, heavily using the different implications of the
octahedron axiom, the properties of derived functors and those of involution.
In the third section we prove axiom (TC5). We do it in a separated section
due to its length and because the techniques required are different. It rests on
two technical lemmas about abstract duality and we argue by giving explicitly the
morphisms whose existence is claimed in (TC5). In the proof of axiom (TC5) we
also use the previous axioms, being relevant to point out that, although those were
already proved it is not enough to make this procedure logically consistent, it is
also needed that the successive choices of morphisms we must do in each axiom
to be compatible to the preceding ones. Here the key point is that we always take
morphisms arising from the inherent triangulated structure of the category such as
completion to an octahedron.
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After that, it begins the second part of the paper, applying Theorem 0.1 to prove
the additivity of geometric invariants, that are based on the generalized trace maps.
In the fourth section we briefly define the trace map viewing it as a particular
case of an orientation and prove its additivity in Theorem 4.3. In our hypothesis,
we can’t apply the homotopy extension property, which is the main ingredient in
the proof of additivity in model category framework. The main problem is to find
an arrow with certain properties making it natural in some sense. In D(A) or
K(A), we can always assume the existence of certain arrows but we there is not
naturality. Our strategy consists on prove Lemma 4.1 before and use it as a tool, in
the sense that ir allows us to choose morphisms coming from arrows in the category
of chain complexes and avoid any compatibility problem. Intuitively, what we do
in Lemma 4.1 is to use the cylinder construction to codify the homotopy data and
work in Ch(A) where morphisms can be given in a natural way. This procedure
makes also possible to give the required morphisms explicitly.
The last aim is to prove the additivity os Chern character, so in Section 5 we
restrict to the derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves of modules over a scheme
X. After reviewing the definition and basic functorial properties of the Atiyah class
and higher Atiyah classes, we apply Theorem 4.3 and the fact that two isomorphic
objects in D(Aqc(X)) define the same Chern character in each degree, proved in
Proposition 5.6, to demonstrate the following
Theorem 0.2 Let
E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G
h
−→ ΣE
be a distinguished triangle. Then
chi(F) = chi(E) + chi(G)
for every i ∈ N.
It is now easy to obtain, via the definition of the total Atiyah class, an analogous
result of additivity for a Chern character with values in Hodge cohomology defined
as
ch(E) := Lef(idE ,At) : OX −→
n⊕
i=0
ΣiΩiX|S .
where ch(E) =
∑n
i=0
1
i! chi(E). Here n is the dimension of the scheme over the
base object of the category and we assume that n! is an unity in the sheaf of sections
of the scheme base.
Finally we organize the preceding results as a map playing a central role in
Riemman-Roch theorems as claimed at the beginning of the present introduction;
particulary there is a homomorphism of groups
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ch : K0(X) −→
n⊕
i=0
H i(X,ΩiX|S).
1 Notations and conventions
From now on let A be a Grothendieck category. We will consider its associated
derived category D(A). By the results in [Lip] it has q-injective reolution, there-
fore functors on the homotopy categoy K(A) induced by left exact functors from
A itself admit a right derived functor. Also, Brown representability holds. We will
denote the suspension functor in K(A) and D(A) by Σ, while by Σ−1 we denote
the desuspension functor. The category of complexes of objects of A will be de-
noted by C(A). We fix once and for all that if E ∈ C(A), its differential will be
denoted by dE .
For a map f : E −→ F has associated a complex, its cone C(f), that fits into
an exact sequence
0 −→ F −→ C(f) −→ ΣE −→ 0
in C(A) that yields a distinguised triangle
E
f
−→ F −→ C(f) −→ ΣE
in K(A) and D(A). See [Lip, Section 1.3 and Examples 1.4.4] for the relevant sign
conventions.
We will consider in addition that it has a closed structure in the sense of [EK].
It means that it is symmetric monoidal with an internal tensor bifunctor that we
will denote by − ⊗ −. In addition, it has an internal hom functor left adjoint
to the tensor (with the first and the second variable fixed for tensor and internal
hom, respectively). We will denote the internal hom byHom(−,−). Note that this
makes ⊗ a right exact functor (in either variable by symmetry) andHom(−,−) an
exact functor in the second variable. The base object will be denoted by S.
Both functors extend to the homotopy category. The derived functor ofHom(−,−)
will be denoted as RHom(−,−) but most of the time we will abbreviate it by
[−,−].
It may not be the case that the functor ⊗ is exact so we make the following
hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1.1 The category A possesses q-flat resolutions in the sense of [Lip,
Definition 2.5.1] .
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Under this hypothesis the derived functor of − ⊗ − exists and we will denote
it by − ⊗ − by simplicity. It makes D(A) a symmetric monoidal category with
unit object S seen as a complex concentrated in degree 0. The functor [−,−] is the
remaining ingredient that makes D(A) a closed category.
Example 1.2 Our assumptions are natural in the sense that they are widely veri-
fied in the general framework of algebraic geometry.
(i) The category A = R−Mod with R a commutative ring.
(ii) The category A = R−Mod (X,R) a ringed space. The fact thatR−Mod
is Grothendieck is a classical fact, for the existence of q-flat resolutions, see
[Sp].
(iii) The category A = Aqc(X) of sheaves of quasi-coherent OX-Modules with
(X,OX) a quasi compact and separated scheme, see [Se].
(iv) Let B be a commutative Hopf Algebra, A = B − Comod the category of
left B-comodules. It falls under our conditions essentially by [HPS, §9.5].
Remark 1.3 Note that examples (ii), (iii) and (iv) with a twist are different gener-
alizations of example (i). For (iv), look at [HPS, Lemma 9.3.5(b)].
1.4 Review of abstract duality
We summarize now the elements of duality in the context of a closed category.
We follow the treatment of [LMSMc] but using the conventions of [Lip] especially
for the internal composition, and giving explicitly the maps involved and refer to
[LMSMc] for most proofs.
Given objects E,F ∈ D(A), consider the canonical internal evaluation map
eE,F : [E,S]⊗ F −→ [E,F ]
induced by
eE,S,F : [E,S] ⊗ [S,F ] −→ [E,F ]
from [Lip, Exercise (3.5.3)(c)] through the natural map
F −→ [S,F ]
adjoint to [Lip, Definition (3.4.1)]
ρ : F ⊗ S −→ F.
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The object E ∈ D(A) is said to be strongly dualizable if, and only if, eE,F is
an isomorphism for all F ∈ D(A).
We will use the notation DE := [E,S] for duality of strongly dualizable ob-
jects.
There is a canonical morphism
tE : DE ⊗ E −→ S
as in [Lip, Exercise (3.5.3)(b)] that induces
β : E −→ DDE.
Lemma 1.5 The morphism β is an isomorphism whenever E is strongly dualiz-
able.
Proof. See [LMSMc, Proposition III.1.3(i)]. 
Denote by
uE : S −→ E ⊗DE
the canonical morphism induced from the one in [Lip, Exercise (3.5.3)(f)]. We
have the following useful fact
Lemma 1.6 Let f : E −→ F a map in D(A) with E and F strongly dualizable.
The diagrams
DF ⊗E
id⊗f✲ DF ⊗ F
DE ⊗ E
Df⊗id
❄
tE
✲ S
tF
❄
S
uF✲ F ⊗DF
E ⊗DE
uE
❄
f⊗id
✲ DF ⊗E
id←Df
❄
commute.
Proof. See [LMSMc, Proposition III.1.5]. 
2 May’s Axioms
When a closed category has an additional structure the problem of expressiong the
compatibility of the closed structure with the additional one arises. In the case of
an abelian category, the exactness properties of the tensor and internal hom provide
all the compatibilities with short exact sequences one could need.
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The case of a triangulated category is subtler because the triangulation is an
additional structure. On the contrary, in the case of abelian categories, exact se-
quences arise from the properties satisfied by the category.
May proposed in [M] a series of axioms that try to express this compatibility.
In the paper the author showed how to check them under the hypothesi that the
triangulated category T possesses a model in the sense of Quillen. In our case a
Quillen model for D(A) is known to exist but the interplay between this model and
the closed structure seems difficult to use, therefore we approach the proof in an
independent fashion, exploiting the underlying additive structure of D(A).
Let us state May’s axioms and show how to prove the straightforward ones.
For objects E,F ∈ D(A) the symmetry or switch map will be denoted by
γ = γE,F : E ⊗ F −→ F ⊗ E
See [Lip, Definition 3.4.1]. Most of the time we will omit the subscript as it should
be clear from the context.
Axiom (TC1) Let E ∈ D(A). There is a natural isomorphism α : E⊗ΣS −→
ΣE such that the composite
ΣΣS
α−1
−→ ΣS ⊗ ΣS
γ
−→ ΣS ⊗ ΣS
α
−→ ΣΣS
is multiplication by −1, where γ is the symmetry map [Lip, Definition 3.4.1].
Axiom (TC2) The functors [−,−] and−⊗− are ∆-functors [Lip] §1.5 in both
variables.
Remark 2.1 The content of the previous axioms is essentially equivalent to a com-
patible closed structure on a triangulated category in the sense of Hovey, Palmieri
and Strickland [HPS, Definition A.2.1].
Axiom (TC3) Given distinguished triangles
E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G
h
−→ ΣE
and
E′
f ′
−→ F ′
g′
−→ G′
h′
−→ ΣE′,
there is an object W and morphisms pi and ji with i = 1, 2, 3; such that the fol-
lowing triangles are distinguished
F ⊗ E′
p1
−→W
j1
−→ E ⊗G′
f⊗h′
−→ Σ(F ⊗ E′)
Σ−1(G⊗G′)
p2
−→W
j2
−→ F ⊗ F ′
−g⊗g′
−−−−→ G⊗G′
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E ⊗ F ′
p3
−→W
j3
−→ G⊗ E′
h⊗f ′
−→ Σ(E ⊗ F ′)
and W is the common apex of three octahedron arising by completing triangles
Σ−1(G⊗G′) //
p2
&&M
MM
MM
MM
M
F ⊗ F ′
W
j2
::vvvvvvv
F ⊗ E′ //
p1 $$I
II
II
II
E ⊗G′
W
j1
::uuuuuuu
braided in the following way
E ⊗G′ ✛ h⊗id Σ−1G⊗G′ Σ
−1h⊗id ✲ E ⊗G′ ✛id⊗g
′
E ⊗ F ′
	 	 	
+ W
✛
✛
+ + W
✲
✲
+ + W
✛
✛
+
	 	 	
F ⊗E′
f⊗h′
❄
id⊗f ′
✲
✲
F ⊗ F ′
−g⊗g′
✻
✛
id⊗f ′
✛
✲
F ⊗ E′
f⊗h′
❄
g⊗id
✲
✲
✛
G⊗E′
h⊗f ′
✻
✲
where the triangles marked 	 are commutative and the ones marked + distin-
guished. Note that this is equivalent to May’s formulation, cf. [M, page 49].
In [KN], the tensor product of the ambient category is required to be decent,
and it is an apparently new concept. Although in our context it is easy to prove
that tensor product verifies similar properties to a decent one, we focus on the
triangulated structure of D(A), coming from the one on K(A). In this way, and
differing from [KN], unbounded complexes are allowed.
Lemma 2.2 Consider again the distinguised triangles
E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G
h
−→ ΣE
and
E′
f ′
−→ F ′
g′
−→ G′
h′
−→ ΣE′,
there is an object V and morphisms ki and qi with i = 1, 2, 3; such that the follow-
ing triangles are distinguished
E ⊗G′
k1−→ V
q1
−→ G⊗ F ′
f⊗h′
−→ Σ(E ⊗G′)
Σ−1(F ⊗ F ′)
k2−→ V
q2
−→ E ⊗ E′
−g⊗g′
−−−−→ F ⊗ F ′
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G⊗ E′
k3−→ V
q3
−→ F ⊗G′
h⊗f ′
−→ Σ(G⊗ E′)
and V is the common apex of three octahedron arising by completing the commu-
tative triangles, analogously to the case of (TC3).
Proof. Follows immediately from axiom (TC3), see [M], Lemma 4.7. 
2.3 Involution process. Reversing the order of the distinguished triangles (f, g, h)
and (f ′, g′, h′) and applying (TC3) and (TC3’) we obtain corresponding objects W
and V . Also, by the naturality of the switch transformation γ and completing the
triangles, we get isomorphisms γ :W →W and γ : V → V such that
γp2 = p2Σ
−1γ, j2γ = γj2, γk2 = k2Σ
−1γ, q2γ = γq2.
Then, for every r ∈ {pi, ji, ki, qi with i = 1, 2, 3} we define the corresponding
r := γrγ−1 with a negative shift if necessary. With these definitions, there are
commutative diagrams as in Axioms (TC3) and (TC3’) for the interchanged tri-
angles. We call this operation an involution of the original diagrams. See [M,
Remark 4.10].
Axiom (TC4) (The additivity Axiom). If W is the common apex arising from
(TC3) and V the one from (TC3’), and maps ji and ki as brefore above, the
V
(j2,(j1,j3))
−→ (F ⊗ F ′)⊕ (E ⊗G′)⊕ (G⊗ E′)
(k2,(k1,k3))
−→ W −→ ΣV
is a distinguished triangle.
Axiom (TC5) (The Braid Duality Axiom). There is a choice for the morphism
ki with i = 1, 2, 3, arising when apply the construction of Axiom (TC3’) to the
distinguished triangles
DG
Dg
−→ DF
Df
−→ DE
DΣ−1h
−→ ΣDG
and
E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G
h
−→ ΣE
such that:
(a) There is a map t :W −→ S making the diagram
(DG⊗G)⊕ (DE ⊗ E)
k1,k3 ✲ W ✛
k2
DF ⊗ F
S
❄
t
tF
✛(tG,tE) ✲
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commutative. Where t denote the evaluation maps as in 1.4.
(b) If E, F and G are strongly dualizable, then, with a choice of morphisms
for the diagram of (TC3’) with respect to the indicated triangles, make this (TC3’)
type diagram isomorphic to the (TC3) type diagram resulting make this (TC3’)
diagram isomorphic to the (TC3) diagram that arises when applying axiom (TC3)
to the triangles:
E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G
h
−→ ΣE
and
DG
Dg
−→ DF
Df
−→ DE
DΣq−1h
−→ ΣDG,
and Axiom (TC4) is satisfied with respect to the above (TC3’) type diagram and an
involution of the latter (TC3) type diagram.
Definition 2.4 The closed monoidal structure of D(A) is said to be compatible
(with its canonical triangulated structure) if the five Axioms (TC1)-(TC5), just
stated, are satisfied.
Lemma 2.5 Axiom (TC1) holds.
Proof. The object S is the complex being is S of A in degree zero and zero in
any other degree. Then, if E ∈ D(A),
(E ⊗ ΣS)n = ⊕i+j=n(E
i ⊗ Sj) = En+1
because Sj = 0 unless j = 0, and the differential is
∑
i+j=n
((−1)iδA
i ⊗ δΣS
j) + (δA)
j ⊗ id = δA
n+1 ⊗ id
and we can define α as the morphism of complexes that in each degree is (−1)n ·id,
so it happens that α = α−1. The symmetry morphism γ : ΣS⊗ΣS −→ ΣS⊗ΣS
is multiplication by −1, because when we calculate the total complex, the vertical
differentials become horizontal differentials.
Then, putting together these two descriptions, we conclude that the isomor-
phism of Axiom (TC1) is multiplication by −1, as claimed. 
Lemma 2.6 Axiom (TC2) holds.
Proof. Trivial, both are derived functors of ∆-bifunctors in K(A). 
Proposition 2.7 Axiom (TC3) holds.
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Proof.
We represent both distinguished triangles by semi-split exact sequences in
K(A),namely
0 −→ E −→ F −→ G −→ 0
0 −→ E′ −→ F ′ −→ G′ −→ 0
Taking the tensor product of both sequences we obtain a 3× 3 diagram with exact
and semi-split rows and columns
0 0 0
0 ✲ E ⊗ E′
❄
✲ F ⊗ E′
❄
✲ G⊗ E′
❄
✲ 0
0 ✲ E ⊗ F ′
❄
✲ F ⊗ F ′
❄
✲ G⊗ F ′
❄
✲ 0
0 ✲ E ⊗G′
❄
✲ F ⊗G′
❄
✲ G⊗G′
❄
✲ 0
0
❄
0
❄
0
❄
From this set-up we argue much as the same as in [KN]. However on this
paper the tensor product of the ambient category is required to be decent, and it is
an apparently new concept. Although in our context it is easy to prove that tensor
product verifies similar properties to a decent one, we focus on the triangulated
structure of D(A), coming from the one on K(A). They also insist of the category
that models the triangles being bounded, but we deal with unbounded complexes
as well. For the reader’s convenience we sketch how to paste the present setup with
the one at loc.cit.
Define V := (F⊗F ′)/(E⊗E′) as an object of C(A).We have a distinguished
triangle
E ⊗ E′ −→ F ⊗ F ′ −→ V
+
−→
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From here, by a diagram chase argument we deduce an exact diagram (in C(A))
0 0 0
0 ✲ E ⊗ E′
❄
✲ F ⊗ E′
❄
✲ G⊗ E′
❄
✲ 0
0 ✲ E ⊗ E′
id
❄
✲ F ⊗ F ′
❄
✲ V
❄
✲ 0
0
❄
✲ F ⊗G′
❄
id
✲ F ⊗G′
❄
✲ 0
0
❄
0
❄
And a semi-split exact sequence
0 −→ G⊗E′ −→ V −→ F ⊗G′ −→ 0.
Similarly, we obtain
0 −→ E ⊗G′ −→ V −→ G⊗ F ′ −→ 0.
yielding distinguished triangles
Σ−1F ⊗G′ −→ G⊗ E′ −→ V −→ F ⊗G′
and
Σ−1G⊗ F ′ −→ E ⊗G′ −→ V −→ G⊗ F ′.
Summing up, V is the common cone of the three diagonal arrows on the fol-
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lowing diagram in D(A)
Σ−1(F ⊗G′) ✲ Σ−1(G⊗G′)
E ⊗ E′ ✲ F ⊗ E′
❄
✲ G⊗ E′
❄✲
Σ−1G⊗ F ′ ✲ E ⊗ F ′
❄
✲ F ⊗ F ′
❄
✲
✲
G⊗ F ′
❄
Σ−1G⊗G′
❄
✲ E ⊗G′
❄
✲
✲
F ⊗G′
❄
✲ G⊗G′
❄
Consider now the two octahedra obtained by completing the triangles occurring
in the commutative square from which V was defined. In the octahedron, both
squares containing the apices can be chosen to be homotopy pull-backs (see [N]
for a discussion of this concept), so the object V and arrows involved constitute
a (TC3’) type diagram. By symmetry, we know that if we do the construction
beginning from the original triangles applying first the suspension functor, we will
get an object W and the corresponding morphisms that make axiom (TC3) hold.
See [KN, Pages 541-547] for further details. 
Lemma 2.8 Axiom (TC4) holds.
Proof. By [KN, Theorem 4.1] the axiom (TC4) is a formal consequence ofAx-
iom (TC3). 
Remark In the same proof they show that
W −→ (F ⊗ E′)⊕ (E ⊗G′) −→ V −→ ΣW
is a distinguished triangle.
We delay the proof of axiom (TC5) to the next paragraph, however we state
now our first main theorem.
Theorem 2.9 Under the general assumptions and assuming hypothesis 1.1 holds,
the closed monoidal structure of D(A) is compatible.The compatibility maps can
be chosen explicitly.
Proof. Combine lemmas (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8) whit Proposition (2.8) and The-
orem (3.3) below. 
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3 Strongly dualizable objects and braid duality
This section is devoted to the verification of Axiom (TC5). We use a separate
section due to its length and the different flavor of the techniques employed. As the
objects involved are strongly dualizable we will use frequently the results reviewed
in 1.4. We begin with a couple of Lemmas that depend on the strongly dualizable
hypothesis and that will be often invoked throughout the proof.
In he previous setting, let E,G ∈ D(A) be strongly dualizable objects. There
is a canonical map
p : E⊗G −→ E⊗G
composing [Lip] Exercise (3.5.3)(c) with the canonical isomorphism [S, S] ∼= S.
Let E,F ∈ D(A) be strongly dualizable objects. We define the morphism ξ as the
composition
E⊗ F
id⊗β
−→ DE ⊗DDF
p
−→ D(E ⊗DF )
Where in the morphism p, G = DF and β : F ∼−→ DDF is the isomorphism from
Lemma 1.5.
Lemma 3.1 The morphism ξ is an isomorphism.
Proof. it is clear that id ⊗ β is an isomorphism and so is p by [LMSMc],
Proposition III.1.3(iii), beign F and G strongly dualizable.  .
Lemma 3.2 Consider the isomorphism ξ and let f : E → E′ and g : F → F ′ be
morphisms between strongly dualizable objects, then
(i) D(f ⊗ idDF )ξ = ξ(DF ⊗ idF )
(ii) D(idE ⊗Dg)ξ = ξ(idE ⊗ g)
Proof. For (i) the functoriality of β yields the following commutative diagram:
DE′ ⊗ F
id⊗β✲ DE′ ⊗DDF
p✲ D(E′ ⊗DF )
DE ⊗ F
Df⊗id
❄
id⊗β
✲ DA⊗DDF
Df⊗id
❄
p
✲ D(E ⊗DF )
D(f⊗id)
❄
Part (ii) is similar. 
Theorem 3.3 Axiom (TC5) holds.
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Proof. We consider firs the proof of part (a). Take a semi-split sequence in
C(A)
0 −→ E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G −→ 0 (3.3.1)
Consider the functor D = [−, S] described by Hom(−, IS) with IS a q-
injective resolution of the unit object S. The sequence
0 −→ DG
Dg
−→ DF
Df
−→ DE −→ 0
is again semi-split, and therefore the triangles
E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G
h
−→ ΣE
DG
Dg
−→ DF
Df
−→ DE
DΣ−1h
−→ ΣDG
are distinguished, where h denotes the homotopy invariant of the semi-split
sequence (3.3.1).
Take the distinguished triangle
DG⊗ E
Dg⊗f
−→ DF ⊗ F −→W
+
−→
i.e. W =:= C(Dg ⊗ f) and consider the diagram
DG⊗ E
DG⊗ F
Dg⊗id✲
id⊗f
✛
DF ⊗ F ✛
id⊗f
DF ⊗E
Dg⊗id
✲
tF
☛
DG⊗G
id×g
❄
k1 ✲ W
k2
❄
✛ k3 DE ⊗ E
Df⊗id
❄
S
t
❄ tE✛
tG ✲
We will show that there are morphisms k1, k2, k3 and t making the whole
diagram commutative. The roof is clearly commutative. Also the two squares
formed with the curved arrow are commutative by Lemma 1.6.
Our next task is to construct (and fix) a morphism t. Note that the composition
tF (Dg ⊗ f) : DG⊗ E −→ S is the zero morphism, because
tF (Dg ⊗ f) = tF (Dg ⊗ id)(id ⊗ f) = tG(id⊗ g)(id ⊗ f) = tG(id⊗ gf) = 0,
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where in the second equality we used Lemma 1.6.
As in Axiom (TC3) take W = C(Dg ← f) and consider the diagram
DG⊗ E ✲ DF ⊗ F
k2 ✲ W ✲ Σ(DG ⊗ E)
0
❄
✲ S
tF
❄
id
✲ S
t
❄
✲ 0
❄
Note that, as a matrix, t = (0 tF ) and tk2 = tF .
Consider now the morphism of triangles
DG⊗ E
id⊗f✲ DG⊗ F
v1✲ C(id⊗f) ✲ Σ(DG⊗ E)
DG⊗ E
id
❄
Dg⊗f
✲ DF ⊗ F
Dg⊗id
❄
k2
✲ W
k1
❄
✲ Σ(DG⊗ E)
id
❄
A choice for the completion morphism is
k′1 :=
(
id 0
0 Dg ⊗ id
)
: C(id⊗f) −→W
Moreover,
0→ DG⊗ E
id⊗f
−→ DG⊗ F
id⊗g
−→ DG⊗G→ 0
is a semi-split exact sequence, so the morphism
v := (0 1⊗ g) : C(id⊗f) −→ DG⊗G
is a homotopy equivalence i.e. , an isomorphism in K(A). Let us denote by λ its
inverse. With k1 := k′1λ, we get:
tk1 = tk
′
1λ
=
(
0 ǫ
)( id 0
0 Dg ⊗ id
)
λ
= tGvλ
≃ tG.
Analogously, we take
k′3 :=
(
id 0
0 id⊗f
)
: C(Dg ⊗ id) −→W.
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Denoting by λ′ the inverse in K(A) of
v′ = (0 Df ⊗ id) : C(Dg ⊗ id) −→ DE ⊗ E
and define k3 := k′3λ′. It follows that tk3 ≃ tE in K(A). Note that k1 = k′1λ, so
k1v = k
′
1λv ≃ k
′
1, and then
k2(Dg ⊗ id) = k
′
1v1
∼ k1vv1
= k1(id⊗g)
that ensures the commutativity of left square on diagram ??. Finally, k2(id⊗f) ≃
k3(Df ⊗ id), therefore the the morphism t as previously defined makes the whole
diagram commutative in K(A).
Moreover, k1 and k3 are possible choices made in Axioms (TC3) and (TC4).In
fact, both come from completion to an octahedron, because, if we construct q′1 and
q1 in the same way we did for the ki’s, the following diagram
C(Dg ⊗ id)
v′✲ DE ⊗ F ✛
Df⊗id
DF ⊗ F
W
q1
✻
k2
✛
q′
1
✛
C(id⊗f)
λ(DΣ−1h⊗g)v′
❄
✛
λ
k′
1
✲
DG⊗G
k1
✻
id⊗h
✲ DG⊗ E
Dg⊗f
✻
q2
✲
commutes.
It is clear that upper and lower triangles are commutative. Let us check that the
triangle
DG ⊗G
k1−→W
q1
−→ DE ⊗ F
DΣ−1h⊗g
−→ ΣDG⊗G
is distinguished. This is true because the following is a triangle isomorphism where
the upper row is distinguished by construction:
C(id⊗f)
k′
1 ✲ W
q′
1✲ C(Dg ⊗ id)
γ(DΣ−1h⊗g)v′✲ ΣC(id⊗f)
DG⊗G
λ
❄
k1
✲ W
id
❄
q1
✲ DE ⊗ F
v′
❄
DΣ−1h⊗g
✲ ΣDG⊗G
Σλ
❄
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The same argument applies to k3. This completes the verification of part (a) of
Axiom (TC5).
Let us now treat part (b). A (TC3’) type diagram for the triangles
DG
Dg
−→ DF
Df
−→ DE
DΣ−1h
−→ ΣDG
E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G
h
−→ ΣE
has its top pyramids on the form:
DF ⊗G ✛
id⊗g
DF ⊗ F
Df⊗id ✲ DE ⊗ F
	 	
+ W
k2
✛
q3
✛
+ + W
q1
✲
k2
✲
+
	 	
DE ⊗ E
Df⊗h
❄
DΣ−1h⊗id
✲
k3
✲
DG⊗ E
Dg⊗f
✻
✛
id⊗h
q2✛
q2
✲
DG⊗G
DΣ−1h⊗g
❄k1
✛
The dual of a (TC3) type diagram for the triangles
E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G
h
−→ ΣE
DG
Dg
−→ DF
Df
−→ DE
DΣ−1h
−→ ΣDG
has its top pyramids on the form:
D(F ⊗DG) ✛
D(id⊗Dg)
D(F ⊗DF )
D(f⊗id) ✲ D(E ⊗DF )
	 	
DV
Dj2
✛
Dp1
✛
DV
Dp3
✲Dj2
✲
	 	
D(E ⊗DE)
D(f⊗DΣ−1h)
❄
✲
Dj1
✲
D(G ⊗DE)
D(g⊗Df)
✻
✛
D(id⊗Dh)
Dp2✛
Dp2
✲
D(G⊗DG)
D(h⊗Dg)
❄Dj3
✛
In this last diagram, morphisms Dpi and Dji are determined by the morphisms
pi and ji, but as all objects considered are strongly dualizable, the reciprocal is
also true. In fact, denote by Pi and Ji the morphisms chosen after dualizing all
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objects and all morphism different from pi and ji on the (TC3) type diagram, and
by A, B C or D any object appearing in any vertex. All these objects are strongly
dualizable, so, using the isomorphism β : A −→ DDA from Lemma 1.5, and the
fact that due to the naturality of β, for any morphisms u, v, it holds that β(Du ⊗
v) = DD(Du ⊗ v)ρ. Then if we dualize again, it arises a (TC3) type diagram
isomorphic to one of the same type with V on the apices and β−1DPiβ, β−1DJiβ
on the edges.The triangle
A⊗B
β−1DPiβ
−→ V
β−1DJiβ
−→ C ⊗D
+
→
is distinguished because its double dual is. Moreover, if Pi and Ji were defined
from the completion to an octahedron, the same is true for DPi and DJi and hence
for β−1DPiβ and β−1DJiβ. Then, to achieve our result, the connection mor-
phisms of the last diagram, DPi and DJi, can be chosen after dualizing.
Returning to the construction, it must be found an isomorphism between the
chained octahedron of the (TC3’) type diagram for the triangles with successive
morphisms (Dg,Df,DΣ−1h) and (f, g, h) and the chained octahedron of the (TC3)
type diagram for (f, g, h) and (Dg,Df,DΣ−1h).
We chose W := C(Dg⊗ f) with k2 and q2 the canonical projection and injec-
tion morphisms. Looking at the diagram,
DG⊗ E
Dg⊗f ✲ DF ⊗ F
k2 ✲ W
q2✲ Σ(DG⊗ E)
D(G ⊗DE)
ξ
❄
D(g⊗Df)
✲ D(F ⊗DF )
ξ
❄
J2
✲ DV
ξ
❄
P2
✲ Σ(D(G⊗DG))
Σξ
❄
Lemma 3.2 ensures that the firs square is commutative. The lower triangle is
distinguished, because it is the dual of a distinguished one, so we can complete to
a morphism of triangles. A possible choice of the remaining morphism is
ξ :=
(
ξ 0
0 ξ
)
see [Lip] 1.4.3. Now, to define the morphism of octahedra we were looking for, we
chose for each vertex different fromW the corresponding map ξ and ξ : W → DV .
Using Lemma 3.2, all diagrams arising where it does not occur any Pi, Ji, ki or
qi commute. Then, to prove that it is actually a morphism of octahedra, we are
reduced to check the commutativity when some of these arrows occur. To do so,
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let’s consider the diagram
D(G⊗DE)
D(G ⊗DF )
D(g⊗id)
✲
D(id⊗Df)
✛
D(F ⊗DF ) ✛
D(id⊗Df)
D(F ⊗DE)
D(g⊗id)
✲
D(G ⊗DG)
D(id⊗Dg)
❄
J3
✲ DV
J2
❄
✛
J1
D(E ⊗DE)
D(f⊗id)
❄
C(D(id⊗Df))
φ
❄ J
′
3
✲
C(D(g ⊗ id))
φ′
❄J ′1
✛
where φ and φ′ are homotopy equivalences. The definition of the Ji’s is as follows:
completing the diagram
D(G ⊗DE)
D(g⊗id)✲ D(F ⊗DE)
(1,0)✲ C(D(g ⊗ id))
(
1
0
)
✲ Σ(DG ⊗E)
D(G ⊗DE)
id
❄
D(g⊗Df)
✲ D(F ⊗DF )
D(id⊗Df)
❄
J2
✲ DV
J ′1
❄
P2
✲ Σ(D(G⊗DG))
id
❄
to a morphism of standard tringles. We may take
J ′1 :=
(
1 0
0 D(id⊗Df)
)
In an analogous way we define J ′3 = C(D(id ⊗Df))→ DV as
J ′3 :=
(
1 0
0 D(id⊗Df)
)
Finally, define: J1 := J ′1φ′ and J3 = J ′3φ completing the definition of the
remaining morphisms in the diagram We proceed now to check the commutativity
of the squares required to have a morphism between chained octahedra.
We have to check that ξk3 = ξJ1. To get it, we will define maps λ′ and φ′ such
that k3 = k′3λ′ and J1 = J ′1φ′, so we have two squares
DE ⊗ E
λ′✲ C(Dg ⊗ id)
k′3 ✲ W
D(E ⊗DE)
ξ
❄
φ′
✲ C(D(g ⊗ id))
(
ξ 0
0 ξ
)
❄
J ′
1
✲ DV
(
ξ 0
0 ξ
)
❄
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Note that the right square commutes, because ξ(id⊗f) = D(id⊗Df)ξ by
Lemma 3.2. Let us build the left one. We assume that there is a semi-split short
exact sequence
0 −→ E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G −→ 0
associated to the triangle. Therefore,
0 −→ DG
Dg
−→ DF
Df
−→ DE −→ 0
is also a semi-split short exact sequence. We choose splittings ψ, ϕ for f and g
respectively, so Dψ and Dϕ are splittings for Df and Dg respectively.
Looking at [Lip, Example (1.4.3)] we put
λ′ :=
(
Dψ ⊗ id
a
)
and φ′ :=
(
D(ψ ⊗ id)
b
)
where the maps of complexes a and b are defined by
an = (D(ψn+1)⊗ id)dnDE⊗E − d
n
DF⊗E(D(ψ
n)⊗ id))
bn = D(ψn+1 ⊗ id)dnD(E⊗DE) − d
n
D(F⊗DE)(D(ψ
n ⊗ id))
for n ∈ Z. A computation using Lemma 3.2 shows that
(
ξ 0
0 ξ
)
λ′ =
(
ξ 0
0 ξ
)(
Dψ ⊗ id
a
)
=
(
D(ψ ⊗ id)
b
)
ξ = φ′ξ
Following a similar argument we see that overlineξk1 = ξJ3.
There is left to prove the commutativity of the following squares:
W
qi✲ DF ⊗G
DV
ξ
❄
Pj
✲ D(F ⊗DG)
ξ
❄
for (i, j) = (1, 3) or (3, 1). We argue as before. To complete the diagram
DG⊗ E
Dg⊗f✲ DF ⊗ F
k2 ✲ W
q2✲ Σ(DG⊗ E)
DF ⊗ E
Dg⊗id
❄
id⊗f)
✲ DF ⊗ F
id
❄
✲ C(id⊗f)
q′i
❄
✲ Σ(DF ⊗ E)
Σ(Dg⊗id)
❄
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to a morphism of standard triangles. We may take
q′3 =
(
Dg ⊗ id 0
0 id
)
and qi := χq′i where χ : C(id⊗f) → DF ⊗ G is the homotopy equivalence
defined as χ := (id⊗f 0). Similarly, we take P ′j : DV → C(D(id ⊗Df)) as
P ′j =
(
D(g ⊗ id) 0
0 id
)
and define Pj := χ′P ′j where χ′ := (D(id ⊗Dg) 0) is the obvious homotopy
equivalence. To prove the desired commutativity, decompose the diagram ?? as
W
q′
3 ✲ C(id⊗f)
χ ✲ DF ⊗G
DV
ξ
❄
P ′
1
✲ C(D(id⊗Df))
(
ξ 0
0 ξ
)
❄
χ′
✲ D(F ⊗DG).
ξ
❄
Both squares commute by a further use of Lemma 3.2.
Then, we have defined a morphism between three chained octahedra, because
all diagrams arising are commutative. Note also that the Pi’s and Ji’s morphisms
come from completion to an octahedron, because they are constructed in the same
way as qi and ki, which come from such a completion as sawn in (TC5)(a).
Finally, recall that an involution of the later (TC3) type diagram is just a (TC3)
type diagram for the triangles (Dg,Df,DΣ−1h), (f, g, h) whose connection mor-
phism come from completion to an octahedron, so the condition (TC4) is satisfied
for a (TC3’) type diagram and the mentioned involution, just because we are in the
hypothesis of the Axiom.  .
As is pointed out May, there is a dual version of this Axiom. We will state it
for latter use.
Corollary 3.4 Given a (TC3) type diagram for triangles (f, g, h) and (Dg,Df,DΣ−1h)
as considered in (TC5)(b), there is a map u : S → V making the diagram
S
(DG ⊗G)⊕ (DE ⊗ E) ✛
(j1,j3)
(uG,uE)
✛
V
❄
u
j2
✲ DF ⊗ F
uF
✲
commutative, where by u we denote the map induced by the unit of the tensor −
hom adjuntion.
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Proof. It follows from [M, Lemma 4.14 (TC5)(a’)]. 
Remark 3.5 Note that the verification of any of the compatibility Axioms sepa-
rately is trivial; we can define inmediatenly morphisms with the required proper-
ties. The Axioms make sense when we consider them all together; the problem
is that in each Axiom we must make a choice, for an object and for certain mor-
phisms, but Axioms (TC4) and both parts of (TC5) refer to the choice we made
before when using the third Axiom of triangulated categories to get a non canoni-
cal arrow between the third objects on distinguished triangles. What we do here is
to give explicitely such a good choice, that is in some sense the expected one.
4 Additivity of the trace of an endomorphism
One of the features of abstract duality as defined in [LMSMc, §III.1] is that an
endomorphism of a strongly dualizable object possesses a trace, that is a well-
defined element of the ring of endomorphisms of the unit object. We will adopt a
more general view point allowing for an orientation or genus that will give us the
correct formalism for studying cohomological characters.
To fix ideas, let T be a triangulated category with a compatible closed structure.
An orientation with values in an object C ∈ T is a natural transformation
A : idT → −⊗ C.
It provides an orientation map for every object E ∈ T
AE : E → E ⊗ C.
Recall that, by definition [E,−] ∼= DE⊗− therefore the unit and counit of the
tensor-hom adjunction induce the following natural maps
uE : S → E ⊗DE and tE : DE ⊗ E → S.
Given an endomorphism of a strongly dualizable object φ : E → E we are
going to define its Lefschetz invariant with respect to the orientation A as the fol-
lowing composition
S
u
→ E ⊗DE
γ
→ DE ⊗E
id⊗φ
−→ DE ⊗ E
id⊗AE−→ DE ⊗ E ⊗ C
t⊗id
−→ S ⊗ C ∼= C
we will denote it by Lef(φ,A) ∈ HomT(S,C). Note that in [M] itisused the
notation τA(φ).
If the orientation is trivial i.e. C = S and A = ρ−1 given by the natural
isomophism E ∼= E ⊗ S then we denote it by Tr(φ) := Lef(φ, ρ−1). For the rest
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of the section we will deal with the case of a trivial orientation and T = D(A)
where A is a category satisfying the hypothesis of the first section.
We start with the following useful homological algebra result. In short, it says
that we an replace the objects and maps in a homotopy-commutative morphism of
triangles by an isomorphic one in the homotopy category such that it is commuta-
tive already in the category of complexes.
Lemma 4.1 Let C be an additive category and K(C) its homotopy category. Given
a distinguished triangle E f−→ F G−→ G h−→ ΣE and a homotopy commutative
diagram
E
f ✲ F
g ✲ G
h ✲ ΣE
E
φ
❄
f
✲ F
ψ
❄
g
✲ G
ω
❄
h
✲ ΣE
Σφ
❄
it is possible to replace the objects and the maps in the diagram in such a way that
we obtain a morphism of triangles isomorphic to the previous one (in K(C)) but
whose underlying diagram in C(C) is commutative.
Proof. Note that all the squares in the diagram are commutative in K(C), i.e.
are commutative up to homotopy. A first remedy is to replace g by C(f), obtaining
a new diagram
E
f ✲ F
v ✲ C(f)
p ✲ ΣE
1© 2© 3©
E
φ
❄
f
✲ F
ψ
❄
v
✲ C(f)
ω′
❄
p
✲ ΣE
Σφ
❄
where we may choose
ω′ :=
(
Σφ 0
s ψ
)
with s : E → Σ−1F the homotopy such that fφ − ψf = sdE + dF s. Note
that ω′ is a morphism o complexes and that the second and third squares are now
commutative in C(C). Also, it is clear that C(f) is isomorphic to G in K(C).
To make commutative the first square we must do a further replacement. Take
Cyl(f) = Σ−1 C(h′) with differential
dCyl(f) =

 −dE 0 0f dF 0
− id 0 −dE

 .
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This gives us a new diagram
C(f)
h′ ✲ ΣE
f ′✲ Cyl(f)
g′′✲ ΣC(f)
3© 1′© 2′©
C(f)
ω′
❄
h′
✲ ΣE
Σφ
❄
f ′
✲ Cyl(f)
ψ′
❄
g′′
✲ ΣC(f)
Σω′
❄
where we may choose
ψ′ :=

 Σφ 0 0s ψ 0
0 0 φ


Note that ψ′ is a morphism of complexes and that the second and third squares
in the preceding diagram are commutative in C(C). Also, by its definition, Cyl(f)
is isomorphic to ΣF in K(C). Desuspending the above morphism of triangles we
reach the desired conclusion. 
Remark 4.2 Intuitively speaking, the lemma says that we can codify the informa-
tion given by a homotopy between morphisms deforming the domain and target
objects, in such a way that the information is now contained on these new objects,
more precisely, on the differentials of complexes. This is specially clear on topo-
logical examples.
Theorem 4.3 Additivity of traces. Let E f→ F g→ G h→ ΣE be a distinguished
triangle of strongly dualizable objects and consider the following commutative di-
agram of solid arrows
E
f ✲ F
g ✲ G
h ✲ ΣE
E
φ
❄
f
✲ F
ψ
❄
g
✲ G
ω
❄
h
✲ ΣE
Σφ
❄
There is at least an explicit choice of a morphism ω : G→ G that makes the whole
diagram a morphism of triangles, and such that
Tr(ψ) = Tr(φ) + Tr(ω).
Proof. By taking q-injective resolutions in D(A) we are at once reduced to the
case where the left square is commutative in K(A) with commuting homotopy
s : E → Σ−1F. Using the lemma, and denoting G′ := C(f) F ′ = Cyl(f), it
suffices to deal with distinguished triangles
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E
f ′
−→ F ′
g′′
−→ G′
h′
−→ ΣE.
and
DG′
−Σ−1Dh′
−→ DF ′
Dg′′
−→ DE
Df ′
−→ ΣDG′
and replace ψ and ω by ψ′ and ω′ respectively.
The additivity formula follows from the commutativity of the outer maps of the
following diagram
S
(G′ ⊗DG′)⊕ (E ⊗DE) ✛
(j3,j1)
uG′ ,uE
✛
V
u
❄
j2
✲ F ′ ⊗DF ′
uF ′
✲
nat nat
V
γ
❄
(DG′ ⊗G′)⊕ (DE ⊗ E)
(γ,γ)
❄
(j1,j3)
✛
⋆ DF ′ ⊗ F ′
γ
❄
j2
✲
1© W
k2
✛(k1,k3) ✲
2©
(DG′ ⊗G′)⊕ (DE ⊗ E)
(id⊗ω′,id⊗φ)
❄
(k1,k3)✲ W
m
❄
✛ k2 DF ′ ⊗ F ′
id⊗ψ′
❄
S
t
❄ tF ′✛(tG′ ,tE) ✲
To check this commutativity, we decompose the diagram into smaller subdia-
grams. Let us see why they do commute. The upper triangles commute by Corol-
lary 3.4, while the lower ones by Axiom (TC5)(a), as proved in Theorem 3.3. For
the middle part, the trapezoids marked by nat commute by 2.3 and the central
rhomboid marked by ⋆ commutes by Axiom (TC5)(b) after applying an involution
(via γ) which is possible in view of 2.3 again.
Therefore, to finish the proof we need to find an endomorphism m of W such
that subdiagrams 1© and 2© commute. Consider the following diagram of distin-
guished triangles
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(DG′ ⊗ E)
Dg′′⊗f ′✲ DF ′ ⊗ F ′
k2 ✲ W ✲ Σ(DG′ ⊗ E)
(DG′ ⊗ E)
(id⊗φ)
❄
Dg′′⊗f ′
✲ DF ′ ⊗ F ′
id⊗ψ′
❄
✛
k2
W
m
❄
✲ Σ(DG′ ⊗ E)
Σ(id⊗φ)
❄
and, as the first square commutes in C(A) we can choose:
m :=
(
idDG′ ⊗φ 0
0 idDF ′ ⊗ψ
′
)
making our second square commutative in C(A) (and in K(A)), but this is exactly
the lower right trapezoid. Now to prove the commutativity of the remaining one it
is enough to check that the diagram
(DG′ ⊗G′)
k3 ✲ W ✛
k1
DE ⊗E
(DG′ ⊗G′)
id⊗ω′
❄
k3
✲ W
m
❄
✛
k1
DE ⊗ E.
id⊗φ
❄
commutes. Now that m is fixed (even as a map of complexes) we may make
a further change of distinguished triangles within the isomorphism class in K(A).
Replace (f ′, g′′, h′) by
E
f ′
−→ F ′
g′′′
−→ G′′
h′′
−→ ΣE
where G′′ := C(f ′) and g′′′ and h′′ are the canonical morphisms. We need to
define an endomorphism ω′′ : G′′ → G′′ compatible with ω′, namely
ω′′ =
(
Σφ 0
0 ψ′
)
.
Let us make this explicit. We are going to define an isomorphism θ : G′ → G′′ in
K(A) such that the following square
G′
θ ✲ G′′
G′
ω′
❄
θ ✲ G′′
ω′′
❄
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commutes. To this end express G′ gr= ΣE ⊕ F and G′′ gr= ΣE ⊕ F ′, where ”gr=”
means equality as graded objects. Define morphisms α1 : F → F ′ and α2 : ΣE →
F ′ by
α1 :=
(
id 0 0
)
and α2 :=
(
0 id 0
)
respectively, representing F ′ gr= ΣE ⊕ F ⊕ E. Note that α :=
(
α1 α2
)
is a
section of g′′. The morphism
θ :=
(
id 0
α1 α2
)
is a homotopy isomorphism as it follows the pattern of [Lip, Example 1.4.3]. With
these definitions,
θω′ =
(
id 0
α1 α2
)(
Σφ 0
s ψ
)
=
(
Σφ 0
α1Σφ+ α2s α2ψ
′
)
and
ω′′θ =
(
Σφ 0
s ψ′
)(
id 0
α1 α2
)
=
(
Σφ 0
α1ψ
′ α2ψ
)
.
Note first that
α1Σφ+ α2s =
(
Σφ s 0
)
and
α1ψ
′ =
(
id 0 0
) Σφ 0 0s ψ 0
0 0 φ

 = ( Σφ s 0 ) .
For the remaining entry, note that
α2ψ
′ =
(
0 id 0
) Σφ 0 0s ψ 0
0 0 φ

 = ( 0 ψ 0 ) ,
α2ψ =
(
0 ψ 0
)
.
Let us prove now the commutativity of the left part of diagram 4. Consider the
following decomposition
DG′ ⊗G′
id⊗θ✲ DG′ ⊗G′′
k′
3 ✲ W
DG′ ⊗G′
id⊗φ
❄
id⊗θ
✲ DG′ ⊗G′′
id⊗ω′′
❄
k′
3 ✲ W
m
❄
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The corresponding left part commutes by the defining property of θ and the right
part because we may take
k′3 =
(
idDG′ ← idΣE 0
0 Dg′ ⊗ idF ′
)
so both paths yield
mk′3 =
(
idDG′ ⊗Σφ 0
0 Dg′ ⊗ ψ′
)
= k′3(id⊗ω
′′).
To finish the proof, let us prove the commutativity of the right part of diagram
4. Describe, as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 W = C(D(g′) ⊗ f ′). Recall that the
cone map D(g′) : D(G′) → DF is homotopically equivalent t DE. Denote by
Φ : DE → C(D(g′)) an isomorphism in K(A) constructed as in [Lip, Example
1.4.3]. We may decompose the square as
DE ⊗ E
Φ⊗id✲ C(Dg′)⊗ E
k′
1 ✲ W
DE ⊗ E
id⊗φ
❄
Φ⊗id✲ C(Dg′)⊗ E
id⊗φ
❄
k′1 ✲ W
m
❄
Note that the left subdiagram is obviously commutative. For the remaining part, k1
may be factored as k′1(Φ⊗ id) with
k′1 =
(
id 0
0 id⊗f ′
)
therefore the left subdiagram commutes just because ψ′f ′ = f ′φ. 
5 Additivty of the Chern Character
From now on, we will stick with part (iii) of Example 1.2 in the first section. Con-
sider a quasi-compact and separated scheme X. We will assume that X is smooth
over a base scheme S which is connected. In this case the dimension of fibers
is constant and we will denote it by n. In this case, our category A := Aqc(X)
will be the derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves on X. As we have already
remarked, its derived category D(Aqc(X)) satisfies all our hypothesis, therefore,
by Theorem 2.9 is a triangulated category with a compatible closed structure. The
closed structure is the usual one and the unit object is S = OX .
We are going to define an orientation in D(Aqc(X)) in the sense of the previous
section, through the Atiyah class. This was introduced by O’Brian, Toledo and
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Tong in [OTT]. We will give here a treatment adapted to our context, following
[EGA IV, §16].
5.1 Principal parts.
Consider the diagonal embedding
δ : X −→ X ×S X.
Denote by Xδ the image scheme and by X
(1)
δ its first infinitesimal neighbor-
hood, i.e. the only subscheme of X ×S X defined by the sheaf of ideals I2 where
I is the sheaf of ideals of Xδ. Denote, for i ∈ {i, 2} by pi : X ⊗S X → X the
canonical projections and by h : X(1)δ → X ×S X the canonical embedding. Let
p
(1)
1 := pih.
Let F ∈ Aqc(X) and define the sheaf of 1-principal parts of F as
P1X|S(F) := (p
(1)
1 )∗(p
(1)
2 )
∗F
We will abbreviate P1
X|S(OX) by P
1
X|S . There is an obvious counit map
P1X|S(F) −→ F
Let Ω1
X|S or simply Ω
1
X denote the sheaf of differentials. A local computation
yields an exact sequence
0 −→ Ω1X|S −→ P
1
X|S −→ OX −→ 0 (5.1.1)
split as sequence of sheaves of abelian groups, but not a s a sequence of OX -
modules (the splitting, is in fact x−1OS-linear, where x : X → S denotes the
structure map. Due to this splitting and the isomorphism P1
X|S(F)
∼= P1X|S ⊗ F
from [EGA IV, (16.7.2.1)]), we have for every F an exact sequence
0 −→ Ω1X|S ⊗F −→ P
1
X|S(F) −→ F −→ 0
obviously functorial in F .
5.2 The Atiyah class.
Recall that an object E ∈ D(Aqc(X)) is strongly dualizable if and only if it is
perfect [N2]. We say that E is a perfect complex if for every P ∈ X there is an
open neighborhood P ∈ U ⊂ X such that, denoting j : U → X the canonical
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inclusion, the complex j∗(E) is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex made up
of locally free finite-type Modules over U .
Take a specific representative E in C(Aqc(X)). Tensor it with the sequence
5.1.1. We obtain an exact sequence of complexes
0 −→ E ⊗ Ω1X|S −→ E ⊗ P
1
X|S −→ E −→ 0 (5.2.1)
It corresponds in D(Aqc(X)) to a triangle
E ⊗ Ω1X|S −→ E ⊗ P
1
X|S −→ E
at1E−→ E ⊗ ΣΩ1X|S
In other words,
at1E ∈ HomD(A)(E , E ⊗ΣΩ
1
X|S) = Ext
1(E , E ⊗ ΣΩ1X|S)
is the class of the extension (5.2.1).
Remark 5.3 The Atiyah class is an invariant that depends intrinsically on the am-
bient scheme, and it could be defined just alluding to the structure sheaf OX , as
it appears for example in [OTT].The one we expose in the present work is sightly
different, but it is handier in our context and it is easy to prove that both definitions
are equivalent.
5.4 Higher Atiyah classes.
Given a sheaf L ∈ Aqc(X) its exterior powers form a graded algebra with multi-
plication given by the natural maps:
∧i,j :
i∧
L ⊗
j∧
L −→
i+j∧
L.
In particular we have the exterior algebra of the sheaf of differentials. As it is
customary, we will denote Ωi
X|S :=
∧iΩX|S. Note that, by smoothness, all ΩiX|S
are locally free of finite rank and 0 if i > n. By induction, let i ≥ 1 and assume
defined atiE : E → E ⊗ ΣiΩiX|S. Define at
i+1
E as the following composition
E
atiE−→ E ⊗ ΣiΩiX|S
at1E←id✲ E ⊗ Σ1Ω1X|S ⊗ Σ
iΩiX|S
∧1,i
−→ E ⊗ Σi+1Ωi+1
X|S
Lemma 5.5 For every n ∈ N,
ati : idD(Aqc(X)) −→ −⊗ Σ
iΩiX|S
defines a natural transformation.
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Proof Let q : E → E ′ be a morphism of perfect complexes. We have to show that
(q ⊗ idΣi+1Ωi+1
X|S
) atiE = at
i
E ′ q.
For i = 1 it holds because the diagram
E ⊗ Σ1Ω1
X|S
✲ E ⊗ P1
X|S
✲ E
at1E✲ E ⊗ Σ1Ω1
X|S
E ′ ⊗ Σ1Ω1
X|S
q⊗id
❄
✲ E ′ ⊗ P1
X|S
q⊗id
❄
✲ E ′
q
❄ at1
E′✲ E ′ ⊗ Σ1Ω1
X|S
q⊗id
❄
commutes. For i > 1 it follows by induction once we realize that the iteration is
clearly built from similarly natural maps. 
As a consequence of the lemma, ati constitutes an orientation in the sense of §4
with C = ΣiΩi
X|S . It gives a character with values in Hodge cohomology, namely
chi(E) := Lef(idE , at
i) : OX −→ Σ
iΩiX|S.
Observe that chi(E) ∈ H i(X,ΩiX|S).
Proposition 5.6 If E and E ′ are isomorphic in D(Aqc(X)) then
chi(E) = chi(E
′)
for every i ∈ N.
Proof We reduce at one to the case in which there is a quasi-isomorphism
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q : E → E ′. In this case, it follows from the commutativity of the diagram
OX
Du
E ⊗DE
q⊗id ✲
uE
✛
E ′ ⊗DE ✛
id⊗Dq
E ′ ⊗DE ′
u′E
✲
natγ natγ
DE ⊗ E
γ
❄
id⊗q ✲ DE ⊗ E ′
γ
❄
✛ Dq⊗id DE ′ ⊗ E ′
γ
❄
natat triv
DE ⊗ E ⊗ ΣiΩiX
id⊗ atiE
❄
id⊗q⊗id✲ DE ⊗ E ′ ⊗ ΣiΩiX
id⊗ ati
E′
❄
✛Dq⊗id⊗ id DE ′ ⊗ E ′ ⊗ ΣiΩiX
id⊗ ati
E′
❄
DE ⊗ E ⊗ ΣiΩiX
id
❄
Dq⊗id⊗ id✲ DE ′ ⊗ E ⊗ ΣiΩiX
Dq−1⊗q−1⊗id
❄
✛id⊗q⊗id DE ′ ⊗ E ′ ⊗ ΣiΩiX
id
❄
Dt
ΣiΩiX
tE′⊗id✛tE⊗id ✲
Diagrams labeled by Du and Dt commute by Lemma 1.6. Those labeled by
natγ or natat by the naturality of γ and ati respectively. The subdiagram labeled by
triv commutes by obvious reasons. The remaining squares commute by an obvious
computation keeping in mind that (Dq)−1 = Dq−1 
Remark. We recall that even if we are able to represent a by a morphism of
complexes this not need to be the case for q−1.
Theorem 5.7 Let
E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G
h
−→ ΣE
be a distinguished triangle. Then
chi(F) = chi(E) + chi(G)
for every i ∈ N.
Proof In virtue of Proposition 5.6 we can assume that G = C(f). By definition
chi(−) it must be checked the commutativity of the outer maps in a diagram anal-
ogous to the one considered in the proof of Theorem 4.3 and, as we done there,
the strategy consists on dividing it in several smaller subdiagrams. Namely we
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consider
OX
(G ⊗DG)⊕ (E ⊗DE)
uG ,uE
✛
(F ⊗DF)
uF
✲
(DG ⊗ G)⊕ (DE ⊗ E)
(γ,γ)
❄
(DF ⊗ F)
γ
❄
(DG ⊗ G ⊗ ΣiΩiX)⊕ (DE ⊗ E ⊗ Σ
iΩiX)
(id⊗ ati(G),id⊗ ati(E))
❄
DF ⊗ F ⊗ ΣiΩiX
id⊗ ati(F)
❄
ΣiΩiX
tF✛(tG ,tE ) ✲
Taking the an object W in the fashion of (2.7), as the Atiyah class is a natural
transformation, we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, choosing in the
present case the morphism m := ati(W) :W →W ⊗ ΣiΩiX to conclude.
Remark 5.8 As we have seen, for perfect objects, the Atiyah class depends only
on the scheme X, in the sense that we just tensorize by the concrete object, but
there is no braid with objects arising in the definition of the Atiyah class of X, so
there is a commutative diagram
E
f ✲ F
E ⊗ ⊕n(Σ
nΩnX)
at(E)
❄
f⊗id
✲ F ⊗⊕n(ΣnΩnX)
at(F)
❄
Then the Atiyah class is functorial.
5.9 The Atiyah orientation and the Chern character.
Suposse further that n! is a unit in the ring of sections ofOS and, as a consequence,
also inOX . For instance it is enough that there exists morphism S → SpecFp with
p a prime integer greater than n or a morphism S → SpecQ. If E ∈ D(Aqc(X))
is a perfect complex, we define its total Atiyah class
AtE : E −→ E ⊗
n⊕
i=0
ΣiΩiX|S
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as
AtE :=
n∑
i=0
1
i!
atiE
It follows from Lemma 5.5 that
At : idD(Aqc(X)) −→ −⊗
n⊕
i=0
ΣiΩiX|S
is a natural transformation, and therefore constitutes an orientation in the sense of
§4. In this case C =
⊕n
i=0 Σ
iΩi
X|S , so we can define the Chern character with
values in Hodge cohomology as
ch(E) := Lef(idE ,At) : OX −→
n⊕
i=0
ΣiΩiX|S .
Note that ch(E) =
∑n
i=0
1
i! chi(E) and that ch(E) ∈
⊕n
i=0H
i(X,ΣiΩi
X|S).
Corollary 5.10 Suppose that n! is a unit in the ring of sections of OS . If E and E ′
are isomorphic in D(Aqc(X)) then
ch(E) = ch(E ′)
Proof It is an inmediate consequence of Proposition 5.6 and the definition or
ch. 
Corollary 5.11 Suppose that n! is a unit in the ring of sections of OS and let
E
f
−→ F
g
−→ G
h
−→ ΣE
be a distinguished triangle. Then
ch(F) = ch(E) + ch(G).
Proof Again, an inmediate consequence of Theorem 5.7. 
The previous corollaries may be organized as a map that plays a basic role in
Riemann-Roch theorems.
Denote by D(X)cp the full subcategory of D(Aqc(X)) whose objects are per-
fect complexes. This category is skeletally small (see [TT, Appendix F]), so there
exist a set U containing at least a representative for every class of isomorphism of
objects in D(X)cp. We consider K0(X) the quotient of the free group over U by
the subgroup generated by the relations E − E ′ if E ∼= E ′ and the Euler equation
E −F −G for every distinguished triangle E → F → G +→ with vertices in U (see
[SGA6]) for details). Whit this notation we have the following
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Theorem 5.12 In the previous setting, suppose that n! is a unit in the ring os
sections of OS . There is a homomorphism of groups
ch : K0(X) −→
n⊕
i=0
H i(X,ΩiX|S).
Proof It is clear that the Chern character ch defines a map with source U that may
be extended to the free group it generates by linearity. Corollary 5.10 guarantees
that the relations for isomorphisms go to 0 in the target and Corollary 5.11 does the
same for the Euler relations. Whence, the conclusion follows. 
Remark. This map plays the same role as the Chern character in intersec-
tion theory, with the ith Chow group replaced by the ith Hodge cohomology group
H i(X,Ωi
X|S).
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